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JUMP ON BOARD NOW!

Huge gains predicted for EXMT
Exchange Mobile Telecommunications, Corp (OTC: EXMT)

A 10,000.00 investment could turn into 40,000.00
in the next 7 trading sessions - READ ON!

Company Profile
Company Name:	  Exchange Mobile Tele, Corp.
Ticker Symbol:	  OTC: EXMT
Wednesday Close: 0.17
Wednesday Volume: 929.379
2 Day Target:	0.30 (our estimate)
5 Day Target:	0.50 (our estimate)
7 Day Tar get 	0.80 (our estimate)

We are predicting some major moves on this stock in the coming trading sessions.
We pick winners for our readers and we believe EXMT is no exception!
ADD IT TO YOUR PORTFOLIO NOW!

In our opinion, with its flagship product the, Tbar Instant Platform, Exchange Mobile
is poised to make some major jumps in price and volume in the coming trading sessions.
Exchange Mobile delivers a complete solution to assist users in maintaining contact
whether they are stationed at a computer terminal or roaming outdoors on a cell phone.
Exchange Mobile incorporates an instant platform that is enabled for multi-point access
and instant messaging on PC to PC, PC to mobile, and mobile to mobile connections.
Tbar instant platform includes a global wireless text messaging network, connecting
to over 100 mobile operators worldwide. Tbar instant platform
is an instant engine, through which customers can chat online as well as on wireless devices.
It can assist online enterprises and communities in creating a flexible mechanism to reduce churn,
contributing to subscriber loyalty and retention.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN???
The answer is simple, this could equate to huge dollars on Wall Street as SMS technology
companies and content providers are getting noticed by hedge funds and institutional investors.
We are predicting that EXMT will experience gains as high as 400% in the next 7 trading sessions.
We strongly urge you to call your stock broker and ask them about EXMT.

This is not an offer to buy or sell any security. American Stock Trader Press discloses that they
were paid ten thousand dollars for distributi on of this report. This report contains
forward-looking statements. Please do due diligence before investing in any company.
Best of luck to you in the markets!
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